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NEXT MEETING AT: JERRY HUNTER’S L) 1039 E. 75th SU* Indianapolis IN. U62hO 
Saturday May h, 7^30

There’s one advantage when you’re waiting for inspiration to hit you while 
using a manual^ you don’t feel as if you’re wasting electricity.

Last meeting was a small one, consisting of Dave Burton, The Miesels and 
Coulsons and Thompsons, and the male and female pretzals.(Courtesy of Sandra and 
my Father)c It was a nice, normal, meeting.

I was neading over the old Eisfa’s and it occured to me that Indy fans are 
a lot duller and more stolid thesex days* No clubs splitting apart, no feuds or 
arm-wrestling, no glorius conventions at Bellfontaine, just a meeting every 
month and fannish conversation. Maybe we should have a worldcon to liven things 
up.

I’m becoming a poor man’s Bob Hope these days at the high school(Which will 
give you an idea of how hard up they are.) I had been composing monologue and 
memorizing others from Bob Newhart, when I uas suddenly called upon to speak 
be fore the class. I immediately started reciting , and was surprised when it 
was well recieved, For a little while I was being shuffled around and giving mono
logues in all the classes, but apparently that fad is gone now.

Juanita just told me to leave a blank space and say ’’Jerry Hunter doodle 
here• ” xkxtx What/? ?

Writng while’half asleep is not the best way to be scintillating.
I suppose it is a bit wasteful to leave half of a one page fanzine blank. 

If I had any old laundry lists or bits of writings I could use those as fillers, 
But I don’t use laundry lists (and I’m sure Jerry will say I don’t use laundry), 
and I want to save writings in case I become famous

J?APA is an old farnish joke.(^r) Fandom is an old FAPAish joke. (Take your pick)

Bah A From here on out you can right your own Fanzine.

(Bruce Coulson’s Do-it-Yourself Fanzine. Write something in the below space, 
mimeograph and send it out, and you have the makings of a brilliant one-shot, or, 
if you wish to repeat the prcess, a regular crudzine.)


